1805 Self-Close Euro Drawer Slide

The 1805 Self-Close Euro Drawer Slide is designed for applications that require a value priced slide that is easy to install and replace.

Applications
- Wood residential and commercial furniture
- Commercial cabinetry
- Kitchen and bath cabinets
- Millwork

Specifications
- Model: 1805 Self-Close Euro Drawer Slide
- Mounting: Side
- Disconnect: Lift Out
- Hole Pattern: 32mm and Traditional
- Face Frame Mounting: Yes
- Type: Roller
- Travel: 3/4" Extension
- Finish: White, Almond and Cream White
- Length: 300mm, 350mm, 400mm, 450mm, 500mm, 550mm, 600mm
- Clearance: .50" + .03" - 0" on each side
- Height: 1.39" [35.5mm]
- Packaging: Hefty (H): 1 set per poly bag, 20 sets per carton
  Quantity (Q): 100 sets. Members separated by carton
  Taped (T): 1 set taped. 20 sets per carton
- Slide Configuration: Handed (Cabinet Right, Cabinet Left, Drawer Right, Drawer Left)

Rating
- Load: 75 lb.
- Max. Drawer Width: 18"

As with all Knape & Vogt drawer slides, the 1805 is designed to meet or exceed ANSI performance standards as established by BIFMA, BHMA and KCMA.

Accessories
- 1805-101L BP: Left Rear Mounting Socket 2-3/8"
- 1805-101R BP: Right Rear Mounting Socket 2-3/8"
- 1805-401L BP: Left Rear Mounting Socket 4"
- 1805-401R BP: Right Rear Mounting Socket 4"

Hardware
- #6 X 7/16" Phillips Flat Head

Warranty
- Limited Lifetime Warranty